
PANDORA & FLAMENCO FLOUNCE RUFFLED SCARF 
Designed by: Barry Klein   Copyright: November 2010 

 

TRENDSETTER YARNS USED: 

Pandora #12-3(6)/50gr. –Scarf 

Flamenco #148-1(2)/100gr. -Scarf 

Trendsetter Needles #9 

 

SIZES: Scarf 6 ½” x 68” or 13” x 68”. 

 

GAUGE: With #9 needle and Pandora in 

Corrugated Garter: 16sts =4”. 

 

STITCHES USED: 

Corrugated Garter: 

Row 1: Knit across the row. 

Row 2: Purl across the row. 

Row 3: Purl across the row. 

Row 4: Knit across the row. 

 

 

Pandora & Flamenco Flounce Ruffled Scarf/Wrap – Knitting Instructions 

 

 Flamenco Embellishment: Flamenco is a ribbon that when opened up looks like fishermen’s net. 

To make Flamenco ruffle, you will be knitting through each “top” edge box along one edge of ribbon. On 

Embellishment row. Open up a length of Flamenco by running fingers along the ribbon to separate. Take 

end of Flamenco and fold over to overlap two boxes along top edge. Fold ribbon in half horizontally so 

bottom is now folded behind top edge. Place Flamenco on back side of work. Place Rt. Needle into first 

stitch on Left Needle and then into open boxes of flamenco. Knit stitch, pulling stitch through Flamenco 

and Pandora. (Flamenco is now hemmed and no tails will need to be buried.) Drop horizontal fold of 

Flamenco. Knit next stitch on Left needle and pick up top edge of ribbon into next open box with point of 

Rt. needle. Knit pulling yarn through both stitches. Repeat this across the row to embellish the row with 

Flamenco until 1 stitch remains. Cut through 5th open box of Flamenco and cut down through ribbon. Fold 

edge back and then horizontally like at the start. Pick up folded edge boxes and knit last Pandora stitch on 

left needle to hem tail into last stitch.  

  

SCARF/WRAP: With #9 needle and Pandora, Cast on 24(48)sts. Work in Corrugated Garter pattern for 

16 rows. Change to work as follows, joining Flamenco following Flamenco Join instructions and ending 

following same instructions. At the same time, be sure to carry Pandora “up” on the inside on 

every Knit row so when Flamenco is done, Pandora is in place and ready to be worked again.: 

 *6 rows Flamenco in Stock St., 32 rows Pandora in Corrugated Garter* 

Repeat from *to* until desired length and ending with 16 rows of Pandora. Bind off on next row. 

 


